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Abstract 
In this paper we present various properties of the stationary law of a nonlinear autoregressive 
Markov chain. We prove that the ergodic codistribution belongs to some Sobolev space. 
Furthermore we obtain various bounds for the tail of the ergodic distribution as well as an 
estimate of its total variation norm. 
We also propose consistent and asymptotically normal estimators of the parameters of this 
chain. 
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1. Introduction 
Let (X,) be the Markov chain defined by specifying X0 and then by 
Xnil = max(OX,, c&f, + Y,+J, (1.1) 
where /3 E [0, l[, r E 10, l[ and (Y,,) is a sequence of positive identically distributed 
random variables with a common distribution function G. 
This process has been introduced by Haslett (1979) in order to model some energy 
storage process. Process (1.1) has been investigated in many ways (see e.g. Daley and 
Haslett, 1982; Hooghiemstra and Keane, 1985; Hooghiemstra and Scheffer, 1986). 
These authors have mainly dealt with the probabilistic and statistical properties of 
(1.1). Furthermore (1.1) is a natural setting for obtaining a nonstandard extreme value 
limiting distribution (see e.g. Daley, 1981; Daley and Hall, 1984; Greenwood and 
Hooghiemstra, 1989). 
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A common remark regarding (1.1) is the difficulty of obtaining further information 
on the ergodic distribution (whenever it exists), through usual ergodic tools. 
Hooghiemstra and Keane (1985) have obtained series expansions of the ergodic 
distribution of (1.1) in the case where Yi is exponentially distributed. 
In Section 2 we obtain the rate of convergence of the distribution of X, to its limit in 
a suitable Sobolev space without supposing some explicit law of Y, This allows us to 
obtain a geometric rate of convergence for the total variation norm. We also prove 
that the limiting distribution of X,, say F, satisfies some condition usually referred to 
as “regular oscillation”, namely, 
for any 0 < A < co. 
We also obtain similar bounds for the asymptotic behavior of the density of F. 
These facts are of importance, since they provide information on the asymptotic decay 
of (1 - F)(x) as x + co, and give an expansion formula of (1 - F)(x). 
In Section 3, we provide new estimators for the parameters o! and p in (1.1). A very 
simple and efficient graphic estimator of /I as well as an estimator for c1 are presented. 
This latter is based upon an estimate of the transition law of the chain (1.1). We prove 
the asymptotic normality of this estimator. Note that in (1.1) the estimation of a and 
/3 seems to be a new topic in the field. 
2. Ergodic distribution of process (1.1) 
Let F(x) = 1 - F(x) = Pr(X > x) for all x E R+. Throughout this paper F, (resp. 
fn) will denote the cumulative distribution (resp. the density) function of X,. 
Fn satisfies 
F,(x) = 
s 
?l - (G(x - aBy)Qro,,,pl(Y))ldF,-I(y). (2.1) 
0 
We introduce some notation: 
W1.‘(RB+) = {u E L’(R+): u’ E L’(R’)j is the Sobolev space of order 1, endowed with 
the norm II n II L I = II u II 1 + II 14’ II1. 
Let &’ be the sequence of codistributions (p,J. Let CONV(E) be the closed hull of E, 
and ADH(E) its closure. 
We will consider the following hypotheses: 
(Hl) The distribution of X0 is G. 
(H2) G is continuously differentiable, and E( Y,) < co. 
(H3) The common density g of (Y,) belongs to L’(R’), and all a ~10, l[and for 
all x E R+: 
sup g(x - ay) E L2(Rf). 
YflO.xt 
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(H4) G is C2. 
Remark 2.1. (Hl) is assumed only to simplify computations, and could be relaxed. 
(H2) will be used to ensure the absolute continuity of the ergodic law. 
(H3) will be used to bound the convergence rate of the total variation norm of the 
distribution of (1 .l). 
Finally (H4) will be used to bound the tail of the stationary law. 
We define the operator cp on WIS1(R+) by 
x/P 
cp(k)(x) = 
s 
-(l - G(x - &))k’(y)dy + k(xlP). 
0 
In order to prove that the chain (X,) is ergodic, i.e. there exists a unique stationary 
solution of (2.1) which is absolutely continuous, we need the two following lemmas. 
Lemma 1. Under (Hl) and (H2), the set d is bounded uniformly in W’* ‘(IX’) 
Proof. We have 
fn(x) = sIB(x - ay)fAy:P)$ + G(x(1 - a))“-‘;‘). 
0 
(2.2) 
Under (H2) 
jrjJx)dx = joS 6 & - @y)dxS,-i(y)dy + 
s 
mG(x(l - c&gia, dx 
0 
= om6-d4dx, s 
and from (2.1) 
x/B 
Vx > 0 F,_,(x/~)G(x(l - a)) I 
s 
G(x - @y)f,-,(y)dyl G(x)F,-,(x//9 
0 
F,,(x) I 1 - G(x(1 - a))Fn-1(x/P) 
= (1 - G(x(1 - a)))F,-,(x//9 + 1 - F,-,(xlB) 
I G(x(1 - c()) + F”:,- 1 (x//l). 
Under (HI) it is clear that 
vx >o FJX)I i G ____ x(1 - a) 
i=O ( 1 Pi ’ 
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E(Yl) s (1 - /3)(1 - a)’ 
which completes the proof of Lemma 1. 0 
We shall need the definition of an extremal point: 
Let A be a subset of a vector space. A point of A is called extremal for A if it cannot be 
written as a (nontrivial) convex combination of two other points of A. 
Lemma 2. Under (H2) 
(i) cp is a continuous linear operator on W1* ‘(R+). 
(ii) CONV(d) is q-stable. 
Under (Hl) and (H2) 
(iii) The elements of d are extremal points. 
(iv) ADH(CONV (~2)) is a conuex compact subset of W’*l(W+). 
Proof. (i) Let k E W’gl(R+). Then 
I44k)(x)l I Ik(xlB)I + 
j 
lk’(~)l(l - G(x(1 - a)))dy> 
0 
s m Idk)(x)ldx 4 jam Ik’(y)ldy j. ?l - WU - a)))dx + B mlQ41dx, 0 s 0 
x/B 
(dk))‘b) = - s k’ (x/B) k’ (x/P) 0 dMx - MW’b)dy - (1 - W4 - 4)) T - __ P . 
Thus 
s mlq4k)‘(x)ldx 2 c@ - aBy)Ik’(y)ldydx 0 
+; ja (1 - G(x(1 - a))))k’(x/P)ldx +a j”lk’(x/@idx 
0 0 
s W + 2) 
s 
mlW)i)ldy~ 
0 
hence 
s m llcp(k)I/,,, I(@+ 2) Ik’(y)ldy 0 
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so 
sup 
lIkll1,1=l 
II dk)IIl, I I 2 + P + d + & WYJ 
cp is a continuous operator since it is linear and uniformly bounded over the unit ball 
of W’% ‘(!R+). 
(ii) d E CONV(d): g(&)i E I (Ifinire) > 0 C IEi = 1, ~(Fi)i.r E d: H = C /zi~i, 
ief iEI 
up = C ~iCp(~i) = C iiE’i+ I E CONV(d). 
iel iel 
(iii) Suppose that 
3n E FU 3p, q E N gy E]O, l[: vx E Iw+ FJX) = YQX) + (1 - y)&(x). 
Since (1.1) is a Markov chain, p and q cannot be greater than n. 
If such p and q exist, we shall also have 
VmEN VxER+ F n+mGd = YL+pb) + (1 - Y)F,+&). 
Thus, the problem turns out to find two indices i, j (i >j) such that 
VXER+ Fi(X) = yG(X) + (1 - y)Fj(X). 
If this equality is true for some i and j; for all x > 0, we shall have 
From (2.1) we have 
Fi(X) I k G(x/pk). 
k=O 
Hence for all x > 0 
(2.3) 
Y I fi G(xlbk), 
k=l 
which implies y = 0. 
(iv) ADH(&) is a closed subset of W’s ‘(R+). The sequence (F,J is bounded 
uniformly, hence, there exists at least one accumulation point. By the 
Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem ADH(d) is compact. 
ADH(CONV(ADH (&))) is also compact and is identical to ADH(CONV (zzZ)). 
This follows from the Krein-Milmann theorem (cf. Kothe, 1969, Sections 24 and 25). 
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Proposition 1. Assume that (Hl) and (H2) hold. Then cp has one and only onejixed point 
on ADH(CONV(d)). Furthermore this point is the ergodic codistribution of(l.1). 
Proof. By Lemma 2, ADH(CONV(d)) has the fixed-point property; thus, cp has 
- -. 
a fixed point on this set. ~4 is q-stable, obviously we have cp(P) = F. F IS also the limit 
of the elements of d, its derivative is the limit of the sequence of densities of (X,). 
Let us prove that the fixed point is unique. Let K1 and K2 be two fixed points. For 
all A in 10, l[, Ki = ;1Kr + (1 - ;l)Kz will be invariant under (D, too. We have 
x/B 
Ki(X) = 
s 
- (1 - G(x - c$y))K:(y)dy + Ki(x/B), i = 1,2. 
0 
Since Ki is a limit in the L’ norm of a subsequence of codistributions, it is also its limit 
for the weak convergence. By the Helly theorem, Ki is a nonincreasing right 
continuous function. 
Hence for all x we obtain 
We 
G(X)Ki(x/b) + Kit I K,(x) I G(X(1 - a))Ki(X/B) + K,(O)G(X(l - Co)> 
Ki(x/p) I Ki(x) I Ki(X/‘B) + Ki(O)G(x(l - u)), 
J(K,(x) - K,(XIB)) I K,(X) - K,(xIP) I Kn(O)c(x(l - 4). 
then have 
0 I A(K,(x) - K,(xIB)) I K,(O)G(x(l - a)), 
and 
K,(x) - K,(xIP) I K,(O). 
For all x, two cases arise: 
RKl(0) I Kn(O)@x(l - Co) * A = 0, 
or 
lK1(0) 2 Kn(O)G(x(l - ~4). 
Since Kn(0) = lKI(0) + (1 - I)K,(O) 
1 - 1 K,(O)G(x(l - 4) ~ 1 I II. 
__ ’ K2(0)G(x(l - CL)) /? 
Any (nontrivial) convex combination of two fixed points of cp is a fixed point of cp. 
Since 9 is linear, this is impossible, and this concludes the proof of Proposition 1. 0 
Corollary 1. Under (Hl)-(H3), if pn =fn dx and p =f dx, then as n --f CC we haue 
Il~?l - PI/ = W9 
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where I/ 11 is the variation total norm. 
Proof. From (2.2), using (H2) and (H3), by induction we have 
s m IMx) -fWIdx = m x 0 s Is 0 0 dx - ~Y)(f,- l(YlP) -f(YlP)) y 
+ W4 - 4KL lb/P) -f(x/‘P)) / dx 
I 
m x 
I s Is 0 0 dx - a~)(f,-,(~lP) -f(y/P)) 3 dx 
+ s mG(x(l - 4) (fn-~(+‘P) -f(xlP)) dx 0 
a, I SI sup s(x - ay)(F-,- I (x/B) - F(x/P)) dx 0 YE 103 xl 
+B mlLd4-f(4!dx s 0 
From (2.1), using (Hl) and (H2), we obtain 
F(x),‘dx = m X’D 
s is 
G(x - @Y) (f,- I (Y) -f(y))dyl’dx 
0 0 
I s 3o I F, - I (x/B) - %lP) I2 dx 0 
= /I joalFn-l(x) - P(x)l’dx 
<p”+’ s mIc(x) - F(x)(‘dx. 0 
Hence 
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+B s co Is(x) -f(Wx 0 
= o(p). 0 
We now consider the asymptotic properties of the tail of the ergodic distribution F. 
Our results are contained in the following propositi0.n. 
Proposition 2. Assume that (Hl)-(H4) hold. Then 
(i) If C? is regularly varying with index p, then for all a, j? in 10, l[ and for all ;i > 0, 
These bounds are independent of the value of 6. 
(ii) If g is regularly varying with index p, then for all CI, j? in 10, l[, 
x/s 
s. 
s(x - @y)f (y)dy = 4xf (x)) as x -+ CQ 
0 
Proof. (i) For all a, /I ~10, I[ and for all 1 > 0, writing 
F(lx) 
--=_z 
F(x) 
&Ix) - P(Ax//?) + F(nx/p) @Ix) G(x) 
G(x) G(x) > F(x)Lqz)’ 
we have 
1 - G(Ax)F(Ax/fi) < F-/lx) < 1 - G(Ax(1 - a)F(ilx/P) 
C(x) - G(x) - G(x) ’ 
G(Ax)F(Ax/p) < &Ix) - P(Ax/fi) < c(Lx(l - a))F(Ax/j?) 
G(x) - G(x) - C(x) ’ 
By induction we therefore obtain 
F(Ax) 
ip(l + p-0 + . . . + p-“p + ...)< lim _ 
x-rm G(x) 
I(1 - a)PRP(l + p-p + ... + B-“p + . ..). 
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Since p < 0 
F(a.x) 
A’(1 - fi-“)-’ 5 lim-_ 
x-m G(x) 
5 (1 - rqI1q1 - p-p)-‘. 
(ii) By a change of variable 
I 
X/P 
0 
dx - &9f(y)dy = jll_.yWf(~) dt, 
we have (see Seneta, 1976, Section 2.3) 
where 0, means that the order of magnitude is bounded by 1. 
We also have 
g(x)j~_~(~)dr=o~(g(x)j~_~rVf~~)di) as x -_,a. 
Since FE L', writing 
we will have as x + co 
s x/P dx - dy)f(_v)dy = O,((l - @‘(l - p-q), 0 
and 
(1 - p-0)(1 - a)-P = o1 
Thus 
9(x - @y)f(y)dy 
> 
which completes the proof of Proposition 2. 0 
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Remarks 2.2. (1) F may be written in the form 
F(x)=exp(n(x)+l$dt) X2 1, 
where q, E are bounded on some [A, co[ and measurable [for other expansions see 
Bingham et al. (1987, Sections 2.2.3 and 3.1.6)]. 
(2) We can see that the asymptotic behavior of f(x) as x + co is necessarily 
complex: Under the hypotheses of Proposition 2, f cannot be a regularly varying 
function at infinity. Otherwise, denoting by L a slowly varying function, we would 
have for all p ~10, l[ 
f(x) = otxf(4) + 
GM;- Co~ftx,p) 
=a xeL(x) - - 
which is true only if fi’-” = 1, i.e. a = 1, which in turn implies that the stationary law 
cannot have a finite expectation. 
For the same reason f cannot be equivalent to cx’ with a < - 1. We also see that 
f(x) cannot be asymptotically equivalent to ce -““L(x) (a > 0), otherwise for all 
/I ~10, l[, we would have 
e -(48)x 
e -““L(x) - __ p B ==- ;=a LX 
0 
3. Estimation of the parameters of process (1.1) 
3.1. Estimation of /? 
We propose the following estimator of /I: 
Let T be the random time: 
{T=k}=(X,=fiX,-,). 
This is indeed a stopping time for (X,). 
Lemma 3. Under (Hl), we haue 
s 
m 
Pr(T = k) = G((1 - ~DY)~~-I(Y)~Y 
0 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
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Proof. We have 
s cc Pr(Xk-/3X,_11x)= Pr(Xk-BXk-r <x1X,-1 =Y)fk-l(Y)dY 0 
s 
m 
= WYk I x - B(a - Uy)f,-~bWy 
0 
s 
a, 
= Gb + K1 - a).v)f,- ,Wy. 
0 
The lemma follows, putting x = 0. 0 
Let 
TO = inf (k 2 1: Xk - /IX,_ 1 = 01, 
with 
info = co. 
Proposition 3. Under (Hl), Pr( To < co) = 1. 
Proof. Put 2, = x(x~=px,_,), where xa denotes the indicator function of the random 
event A. This is (0, 1) valued, and 
Pr(Zk = 1) = Pk, Pr(Zk = 0) = 1 - Pk, 
with pk = Pr(T = k) specified by (3.2). 
(Z,) is a nonhomogenous Markov chain. We prove that the events (Zk = 1) satisfy 
a version of the Borel-Cantelli theorem (cf. Billingsley, 1986, Section 6.4). The result 
follows by noting that 
Pr(TO < a) = Pr lim sup (Zk = 1) 
( 1 
. 
k 
First we prove that 
kgI Pr(T = k) = 00. 
From (Hl) and (2.3) we have 
Pr(T= k)= 1 - 
s 
m p(1 - a)S(b(L - a)Y)F,- i(Y)dY 
0 
>I-- 
s 
m P(1 - ~)S@‘(l - a)Y) “$ G(YlBi)dY 
0 i=O 
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Hence 
kg1 Pr(T = 4 2 1 k~o~o~(I-G(~))g(y)dy=?. 
We now prove that 
Pr(Z, = 1, Zj = 1) 
We have 
= Pr(Yk 5 p(l - a)xk-l; Yk-, 5 ,8(1 - a)xke2) 
Pr(Xk-l = bxk-2) 
with 
Pr(Yk s p(l - a)xk-l; Ykel 5 p(l - c()xk_2) 
02 co 
= ss CWU - ~YNWU - ~z)G(Y - ~~z)Q,o,yr(Bz)fk-1(Ylfk-z(zlldydz 0 0 
al YIP 
= S[ WU - ~OY)~-I(Y) s GW - 4z)G(y - afiz)fk-z(z)dz dy 0 0 1 
~PkXPk-l. 
Sindarly we have Pr(Zk = 1 1 zk_ 1 = 0) 5 pk. 
It is readily verified by induction that for all k and all j < k we have 
Pr(Zk= llZj= l)<pk and Pr(Zk=llZj=O)<pk 
This allows us to write 
C;, k= 1 Pr(zk = 1, Zj = 1) 
2 
c,“= 1 Pr(Zk = l) 
= C;= 1 Pr(Zj = 1) + zzl xi=: Pr(Zj = 1 (Zk = l)Pr(Zk = 1) 
cc”,= 1 Pr(Zk = l))’ 
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+C?=i~~=j+iPr(Z,= l(Zj= l)Pr(Zj= 1) 
CC”,=, Pr(Zk = 1))’ 
< Cy,,Pj + J$,,CiziPjPk + CT=lC”k=j+lPkPj 
C”,,,Pk” + 2CJ=,C”,=,,k+jPkPj 
which follows from 
i Pj + i ‘5’ Pjpk + i i Pkpj - i Pk’ - 2 i f PkPj 
j=l j=l k=l j=l k=j+l k=l j=l k=l.k#j 
k=l k#j 
Since 
B(1 - dS(P(l - ‘dt)Fk- l(t)dt 
> 
to have 1 -C I”, = 1 pk for large n, it is enough to ask that 
1 
n> 
This concludes the proof of Proposition 3. 0 
3.2. Estimation of a 
The transition law of (1.1) is given by 
G(yl-4 = Pr(X,+l I ylx, = 4 
(3.3) 
and its density is 
dx, dy) = sty - ~WJro, y1 (/WY + WW - 4)$x(y)> 
where 6, is the Dirac mass at x. 
Note that this density is not absolutely continuous. In order to estimate a we will 
use the empirical estimate of G(. 1.) and denote it by G,,(. 1.) (see Yakowitz (1979) for 
the construction of G,). 
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We also define G-i to be the inverse of the codistribution G. From (3.3) we have 
xi+l - u/IX, = G-‘(1 - G(X,+, IXi)). 
We propose the following estimator of u: 
(3.4) 
Proposition 4. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 1 
lim E(cx, - a) = 0. 
n+m 
Proof. For a fixed i let 
uf = 
xi+l - c-‘(l - Gn(Xi+i IXi)) 
Pxi 
f 
and write a as 
xi+l - G-‘(1 - G(Xi+ ,1X,)) 
OZ= 
Pxi 
If (X,) is an ergodic Markov chain, Yakowitz (1979) proves that 
sup (G,(ylx) - G(ylx)J + 0 almost surely. 
ysR+ 
for all points x of continuity of G(yJ.) such that any open sphere containing x has 
positive ergodic probability. 
In this case, Proposition 1 ensures ergodicity. Thus, for each i we have 
G,(Xi + 11 Xi) -+ G(Xi + 1) Xi) almost surely, 
This in turn implies that 
c& + a almost surely. 
Since al is a random variable on 10, l[ bounded by 1 and E(aL) I 1, by dominated 
convergence, we then have for each i 
lim E(& - cc) = 0 a lim sup E(al - cc) = 0. 
n-m n+m i 
Writing c(,, = (ll~)C~=l aA we then have lim, +mE(~n - a) = 0. 0 
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To prove the asymptotic normality, for a fixed j3 in IO, l[; for all y > 0, x > 0; and 
for all 0 E 10, l[ let 
K(x y) = Y - G-‘(1 - (3~1~)) 
BX 
f 
and 
Y(X, Y, e) = (eh - ~)b,(f((x, Y)) + I K(X, Y) - em - Y). 
Let H(Q) = E(Y(X1, X2, I!?)), where the expectation is taken with respect to the 
ergodic distribution. 
Proposition 5. Assume that the hypotheses of Proposition 1 hold, assume further that 
lim, + m x2c(x) = 0 and /?X, 5 a/3X1 + Y2, if H’(g) # 0, then we have 
The proof of this proposition is a simple consequence of the following lemma. 
Lemma 4. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 5, 
(i) $1(e) = E(Y(X1, X2, 0)) then 
(ii) (I/&) Cy= 1 Ytxjt xj+ 1) a,) converges to 0 in probability. 
(iii) E(Y(XI, X2, a)lX,) = 0 and E(Y(X1, X2, N))’ < 00. 
(iv) If h(x,y;e,d)=sup,(IY(x,y,8))- Y(x,~,p))llp-el~d},then 
ve ie-ctl<d 3 sup s hb, Y; 0, d)g(x, dy) I WYd, XER+ 
ve le-alcd + x”$ s h2b, Y; e, d)g’& dy) < d’E(Y:). 
Proof. (i) We have K (X, , X2) = ~1. If d is sufficiently small such that for all 0 in the 
neighborhood of M we have K(X,, X,) # 8 and if /3X, I @Xl + Y, then 
12081 = 10 - EIE(X~ - PX,) 
2 10 - crlE(Y2 + /3(1 - a)X,). 
(ii) For all i we have K(Xi, Xj+l) = tl, and 
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$ic$ yIxirxi+lt j 
1 
an) = I an - al 5 il txi+ 1 - Pxi). 
Since the chain (1.1) is ergodic, from Lemma 2.3 of Prakasa Rao (1972) we have 
5 ,$ Cxi+l - Bxi) 
1 
,T;‘, Jlr(E(X2 - Pxd, VarW2 - Pxl)). 
It follows from Proposition 4 above that ICI, - aJ converges to 0 in probability. Thus 
(ii) follows. 
(iii) If PX, < a/?Xl + Y2 then 
W(Xl, X2, a)‘) = E(Y212. 
(iv) We have 
wx, y; 0, 4 5 sup ~I~I~~~~Y~--l-I~~~,Y~-~l~~B~-Y~l 
P, Ip-01 5 d 
+ Px l&@b~ Y)) - PJ,W(X, Y)) I 
+ Y I49Wk Y)) - s,(K(& Y))l) 
+ Bx(O + d)U,- d,d,(K(X> Y)) + Yu,-d,d,(K(% Y))- 
Hence 
s 4x, Y; 6 d)&, $4 2 d I fix - Ylsb, dy) R s R 
+ @de + 4 I a[-d,d,(K(X, y))g(X, dy) R 
+ s Yf,-,&k Y))d-G 44. R 
Since 0 is in a neighborhood of a we can choose d I p, and in this case the domain 
of integration of the last two terms will be empty. Hence 
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If lim, _ m x2(?(x) = 0 then 
s 4x, Y; ‘5 d)dx, dy) I d s I@ - yldy - @Gy R R’ 
Similarly 
s h’(X, Y; 8, d)g(x, dy) 5 d2E( Y:). 0 Iw 
Proof of proposition 5. Prakasa Rao (1972) has presented two sets of sufficient 
conditions for strong consistency and for asymptotic normality. His results 
(cf. Theorem 5.1) are independent of the likelihood method and then they apply to all 
estimators, under suitable conditions, even if the chain is not stationary. In our case, 
these assumptions are fulfilled by Lemma 4. 
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